
LABEL LONGITUDE LATITUDE DESCRIPTION SIGNIFICANCE 

CA001 30° 05' 05.6868" E 26° 39' 13.6648" S

Large degraded farmstead containing multiple structures over 

an area of 150 x 150 m. Some of the structures seem to be 

historical in age. The site is situated on the north eastern edge 

of the proposed solar project area. The site includes a large 

degraded farmhouse with multiple related structures scattered 

around the immediate area.

Generally Protected B (GP. B) - 

Medium significance

CA002 30° 04' 17.9363" E 26° 39' 18.3757" S

Remnants of a square packed stone structure or kraal (5 x 3

m). The feature is situated right next to the existing powerline.

The low packed stone wall is too degraded to assess the

possible use of the structure.

Generally Protected C (GP.C) -

Low significance

CA003 30° 04' 29.9592" E 26° 40' 31.2407" S

Small cemetery situated on the southern portion of the 

proposed solar project area, The cemetery contains mainly 

packed stone graves that are partially enclosed by a low

stone wall. Very few graves at the site contain gravestones with 

inscriptions. Some graves have been given small metal grave 

markers. The site is fairly overgrown and might contain graves 

that are not visible at the surface. GP A High Social significance 

CA004 30° 04' 31.4867" E 26° 40' 24.3699" S

Small degraded square packed stone feature. Possibly the 

remnants of a small structure or enclosure. The feature is fairly 

overgrown with the walling built with larger

stones on the outside and smaller stones used as a fill. The site 

is situated fairly close to the small cemetery at CA003. GP C Low Significance 

CA005 30° 04' 19.0009" E 26° 39' 43.4465" S

Remnants of a possible square stone feature. The site is

severely degraded. 
GP C Low Significance 

CA006 30° 02' 35.6439" E 26° 38' 23.7553" S

Large packed stone enclosure situated on the side of a low hill 

near a rocky dike. The feature seems to have been used to 

keep livestock. The feature is built in a large square

shape with a packed stone wall. The south eastern wall has 

collapsed/degraded to the point that it is no longer visible. GP C Low Significance 

CA007 30° 02' 27.0670" E 26° 38' 40.3741" S

Remnants of a square packed stone kraal or structure situated

on the side of a low hill/slope near a rocky dike. The feature is

severely degraded and overgrown. The site may have been part 

of a larger farmstead. GP C Low Significance 

CA008 30° 01' 43.4631" E 26° 38' 57.7325" S

Two small degraded packed stone features situated on the side 

of a slope, towards a small valley. One feature is a square 

shape and the other is semi-circular. The

features are fairly overgrown and degraded. Possibly the 

remnants of two small packed stone structures or enclosures. GP C Low Significance 

CA009 30° 04' 09.3471" E 26° 40' 52.7391" S

Remnants of a possible packed line of stones along an 

old/disused fence line. The site may also be the remnants of 

packed stone foundations or terracing on the

side of a slope. A small circular packed stone feature is also 

visible and should be investigated further to determine if it is a 

grave. GP A High Social significance 

CA010 30° 03' 23.2758" E 26° 40' 53.0306" S

Extensive packed stone wall extending about 1 km around an 

existing farmstead over a small hill. The stone wall seems to 

form part of large grazing paddocks that were built around the 

farmstead. The feature is fairly degraded and overgrown. GP C Low Significance 

CA011 30° 06' 22.9532" E 26° 42' 06.1072" S

Small degraded square packed stone feature. Possibly the 

remnants of a small packed stone structure. GP C Low Significance 

CA012 30° 03' 19.0655" E 26° 39' 54.9277" S

The site is historical and consists of the remains of three stone

structures one is rectangular and is 20mx13m in size while the

other is circular 4m x4m in size while the third is 12mx9m in

size the site extends over an 80mx50m area and is situated

50m south of a dam.

Generally Protected B (GP. B) -

Medium significance 

CA013 30° 08' 44.1540" E 26° 42' 56.5906" S

Small partially fenced off cemetery situated near a gravel road 

and fence line. The cemetery contains multiple packed stone 

graves as well as graves with granite and cement headstones 

and covers. The cemetery is partially fenced off by a small 

wooden barrier. Some of the graves seem to have been 

cleaned recently. Most of the graves are damaged due to cattle 

grazing in the area. A small low packed stone wall is also 

visible around some of the older graves GP A High Social significance 

CA014 30° 07' 03.3153" E 26° 43' 26.3650" S

Small historical cemetery with a packed stone wall around its 

perimeter. The cemetery contains 10 - 15 packed stone graves 

with no headstones or inscriptions. GP A High Social significance 



CA015 30° 02' 15.5411" E 26° 39' 34.1493" S

Large historical cemetery consisting of 54 Packed stone 

graves. The cemetery is situated near site CA017 and is most 

likely related to the activities at that site. The graves are fairly 

overgrown and situated on a large open space near an existing 

agricultural field

GP A High Social significance 

CA016 30° 02' 04.6066" E 26° 39' 00.5964" S

Small, enclosed cemetery containing multiple graves. Only 2 

graves are clearly visible however the size of the enclosing 

packed stone wall suggests the possibility of more graves. The 

small cemetery is fairly degraded and overgrown. Only one 

grave has a cement headstone and cover with the other grave 

being a packed stone grave. No inscriptions are visible.

GP A High Social significance 

CA017 30° 02' 18.8549" E 26° 39' 31.8953" S

The site is possibly historical and consists of three circular

mounds approximately 4mx4m in size with a square stone

packed feature of approximately 4mx4m and a packed row of

stones approximately 6m long all packed stone features do not

exceed 30cm. The site is possibly related to the cemetery

located at CA015

Generally Protected C (GP.C) -

Low significance

CA018 30° 06' 32.4284" E 26° 42' 31.0907" S

Small fenced off and neatly kept cemetery situated near an 

existing farmhouse. The cemetery is fenced off with a new wire 

fence. The various graves are kept clean. The cemetery 

includes multiple graves with granite headstones and covers.

GP A High Social significance 

CA019 30° 05' 31.2126" E 26° 42' 45.7913" S

Remnants of square packed stone feature or foundation. 

Possibly the remnants of a small square kraal.
GP C Low Significance 

CA020 30° 06' 04.3199" E 26° 43' 41.0952" S

Large historical farmstead situated near the main gravel road. 

The farmstead includes various degraded historical structures 

scattered across the area. These structures include the main 

farmhouse, large barn/warehouse, two smaller structures 

(Garage, outbuilding) and a large kraal. The historical 

structures are all built from large stone blocks that seem to 

have been sourced locally. All the structure are still fairly intact 

but are however degraded due to disuse. The large farmhouse 

and storeroom are being used to house livestock.

GP B Medium Significance 


